CROOKED MIRROR
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he earth is about to make itself in to one big
battery. Waking up, my boyfriend making me
breakfast and cleaning the kitchen while he’s
listening podcast about how energy is feeding .
Perfect, if there’s actually energy around everywhere and
energy is the main problem for our civilization, let’s make
Tesla right! Free energy for all! I actually really believe
in the Tesla plan. He was a genius. And the way thinking about electricity as something you can connect direct
from the atmosphere is brilliant. And if it works with WiFi
why wouldn’t it work with all the energy which is all ready
there. Gleaming through the atmosphere—- Saturday I
went to my very first time in a glider plane. It was indeed
a big experience, get up in the air flying around in a small
bubble with two long plastic wings. Being a bird. Being
one kilometer up and know that you just falling down from
now on, unless you finding energy, hot winds to get you
up, and then, you looking out the bubble, down on that
green land, dressed up in towns and roads and farming.
Roaming around the big map
I want to go
Venice -Paris (night train)
Paris -Luxemburg, sending a one or two postcard to Mai
Luxemburg-Frankfurt Cady Noland
frankfurt-schwerin M. Duchamp
Venice the biggest art exhibition in the world, i got some
butterflies, so much to look at , so many people drinking
and walking the streets and sailing the canals, then I got
a little styling crisis, one need to understand this is a theatre traveling around. And when mind starts to think about
what clothing is, my mind can’t stop again. I get into fairytales while I’m packing my bag up with my pink shoes,
12 inch high and big pink roses on the front and dresses
in every color you can imagine, how much history for one
hand luggage. It’s a little like a game, what do you wanna
bring to an island , and how will you get away, what will
happens next, and then what to wear. What to wear while
looking at art. A goddamn uniform, haha not this time.
Yours truly Mira
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